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                        SMS for business
                        Communication with clients via SMS is the most effective.  Read how to create the first SMS campaign for your business to get profit and clients' loyalty

                    

                                                                
                        SMTP Email Secure Servers 
                        SMTP stands for Simple Mail Transfer Protocol and its main purpose is to handle the sending, receiving, and relaying of email. Try SMTP email services for free!

                    

                                                                
                        Email Harvester Features 
                        Get email addresses from your PC. Our harvesting software can extract emails according to your keywords.  High speed of searching and flexible setting wait for you.

                    

                                                                
                        Get Free Email Lists With The Best Email Extractor
                        Best parsing software ever.  Enrich your clients base with emails of the target audience.  Read and ensure that Atomic Email Hunter is the easiest and most effective solution for your business.

                    

                                                                
                        Bulk Mailer for Mass Emailing 
                        Discover how to create, send and analyze promotional email campaign using Atomic Bulk Mail Sender. Read the article!

                    

                                                                
                        What is Bulk Email?
                        What is bulk email, and what can it do for your business?  Find out right now and get software for sending bulk emails  in an easy and simple way.
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            Atomic Email Studio

            6-in-1 Email Marketing Software

            
                BUY FOR $229.00
                START 7-DAY TRIAL VERSION
            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    
                

            

        

    

    




        What Atomic Studio offers
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                WHOIS Explorer
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                        Extracts email addresses with usernames from webpages

                        	Searches by key phrases that are related to your business or target audience
	Gets email addresses from Facebook profiles as well as from Mailbox, Twitter, and Yelp
	Ignores hidden email addresses to keep you from getting blacklisted


                        
                            Read reviews from real customers
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                        Ensures you only get authentic leads

                        	Removes email addresses with typos like kate!@$aol,com. Only the correctly formatted emails will be considered in your list
	Checks the existence of the domain name by providing the base with valid email addresses
	Requests the server to accurately determine the validity of each email address with great accuracy


                        
                            Read reviews from real customers
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                        Manages email lists properly

                        	Sorts mailing lists according to different criteria
	Clears duplicate email addresses from the mailing list
	Allows you to split a long list into smaller parts or smaller lists


                        
                            Read reviews from real customers
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                        Sends Mass Emails Easily

                        	There’s no limit on the number of recipients per mailing
	The built-in spam checker is powered by SpamAssassin
	Runs in multithread mode while providing support to high-speed work


                        
                            Read reviews from real customers
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                        Extracts email addresses from files on your hard drive

                        	Harvests email addresses from files having formats such as .doc, .docx, .pdf, .xls, and .xlsx.
	Scans all files in a specific folder then extracts all the email addresses from them
	Extracts email addresses from CSV files as well as ZIP, RAR, ACE, and GZ archives


                        
                            Read reviews from real customers
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                        Extracts the email addresses of domain owners

                        	Work with all types of domains;
	Obtains the owner’s name, phone and fax numbers, country, and mailing address as well as the domain registration and expiry dates


                        
                            Read reviews from real customers
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                Send me a link to try
             

        

    




    
        Why Atomic Studio is the best solution
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                Unlimited access to targeted
 mailing lists

                Send out mass emails to any number of recipients
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                Connect to any available SMTP

                Connect to the SMTP of your choice or our partners
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                Three-step database verification

                Keep the mailing list totally valid and clean
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                Keep track of campaign
 results

                Get detailed reports on every single email campaign result
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                Lifetime purchase
 license

                Pay once and use the software non-stop
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                24\7 technical support

                Contact us if you have questions any time

            

        

    




    
        Boost your marketing campaigns with the email studio by Atomic:
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                Digital Marketer

                sending bulk personalized emails to achieve the best digital marketing objectives, instantly finding and checking email addresses for efficient marketing newsletters
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                Email Marketer

                applying email marketing tools for business scaling and organizing flexible and versatile solutions for on-site communication with end users and leading full-course email marketing/p>
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                Entrepreneur

                delivering professional-level interaction with your customers by hunting, verifying, sending and managing email lists for increasing sales of company

            

        

    




    
        It's that easy — just 5 steps
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                Import email addresses

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                    

                    2

                

                Edit your mailing list
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                Check your email addresses
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                Create and send a message

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        
                    
                

                Track the performance of your email campaign

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    try a free 7 days
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And Get «How to make cold mailing effective» as a free bonus
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                Send me a link to try
             

        

    




                
                    How to install Email Studio on MacOS
                    Intel or Apple M1
                    Take a look
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        Over 5000 client recommendations

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                We consider your most profitable tool that meets our requirements for mailings, etc., simplifying the work with the database, writing high-quality emails, tracking, control, etc.
                            

                        

                        
                            Voronin Artem

                            CTO
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                                We have been using Atomic SMS for a long time to conduct SMS. No complaints. We can definitely talk about an increase in sales that this tool brings. Everything is very convenient and efficient.
                            

                        

                        
                            Primak Evgeniya

                            Restaurant manager
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                                Atomic Mail Sender program helped us increase sales, expand our client base, and also reach new heights.
                            

                        

                        
                            Olga Mazanova

                            DG

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                The high-quality Atomic programs helped to establish a system of communication with customers and increase the popularity of the company itself.
                            

                        

                        
                            Anna Kutuzova

                            Marketing manager
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                    I have been searching for Email Addresses Harvester software from
                        last
                        few days to buy a reliable and efficient one. and finally came across massmailsoftware, i just download
                        a
                        Trail Version which i found most efficient,reliable and multifunction, i finally decide to buy one. i
                        would definitely recommend Atomic Email Hunter if you are looking to harvest Email Address from Search
                        Engines around the Globe. Kindest Regards Afridi
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                            Tehseen Afridi

                            Senior SEO-consultant at Afdidi
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                SEE MORE REVIEWS
                    
              
                
              
            
                
            

        

    




    
        Give a try to the Atomic Email Studio for:
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                Technology

                this easy-to-navigate and simple-to-use platform expands the market opportunities for technology-centric companies, letting their email interactions top with our 6-in-1 email marketing software
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                IT Services

                level your horizontal and vertical interaction within the team and with your potential customers or stakeholders through this email sending program — fast and simple-to-use tools are right at your instant disposal
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                Digital

                the Atomic email studio lets scale your email marketing efforts and attract more leads and ensures your effort will result in dynamic, well-rounded, and appealing emails with high deliverability
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                Financial Service

                grab the attention of customers by connecting to any SMTP servers and sending bulk emails to any number of contacts, while updating your contact database through this software as well

            

        

    




    
    
        Choose your perfect plan for Atomic Email Studio

        
                
        2 PCs Save 10%

        	Price per PC $206.10

	Total price $412.20
$458.00




        Buy
    

    
        3 PCs Save 15%

        	Price per PC $194.65

	Total price $583.95
$687.00




        Buy
    

    
        4 PCs Save 20%

        	Price per PC $183.20

	Total price $732.80
$916.00




        Buy
    

    
        5+ PCs Save 25%

        	Price per PC $171.75

	Total price $858.75
$1145.00




        Buy
    

    
        11+ PCs Save 30%

        	Price per PC $160.30

	Total price $1763.30
$2519.00




        Buy
    

    
        20+ PCs Save 35%

        	Price per PC $148.85

	Total price $2977.00
$4580.00




        Buy
    


        

        All Corporate discounts
    






    
        Latest updates will make your work even easier

        
                  
                    
                      Atomic Email Studio 15.11

                      2022-01-10


                  
                      
                        
                          
                          
                        
                        Update now
                      
                  


                  
                    Studio v.15.11 includes the following updated software modules:




Sender 9.61

Hunter 15.20

Verifier 10.10

List manager 6.20

Logger 8.71 

Whois Explorer 9.12

                    See more
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                    Experiencing technical issues?

                    Contact our customer support to quickly resolve issues as well as experience excellent customer service.

                  

                      

                

              

            


    
        In case you’re wondering…

        
            
                
                    How Can Atomic Email Studio Help my Business?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                    
                        	Сollects email addresses of new contacts within your target audience
	Automatically maintains and segments customer databases
	Creates corporate-quality email templates and email newsletters
	Monitors subscriber and buyer activity
	Saves you both time and money!


                        Read the Atomic Email Studio manual to know more about the software.
                    

                

            

            
                
                    What is Atomic Studio useful for?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                    
                        To promote a company with email marketing, you will need a number of programs to succeed. You will need to check the validity of mailing addresses, create and send newsletters, and then study the results. Not only will you be wasting time searching for the appropriate programs, you can also end up spending too much money on each of the programs. To meet these needs in one solution, we’re pleased to present Atomic Email Studio - full program with all you need! It’s the all-in-one marketing suite and a small email marketing studio on your PC that will make your electronic marketing campaigns more effective, easier, and quicker.
                        The AtomicParks’ email marketing platform has the complete set of tools for all of your email marketing needs. By using its 6 programs, you will be able to easily organize your marketing campaigns. Furthermore, you will be able to maintain total control over the whole process. This program will save you a lot of time and effort.
                    

                

            

        

    




    
        Check out these other software tools from AtomPark
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                        Email Hunter
                        Get emails from your target audience within 5 minutes
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                        Mail Verifier
                        Maintain a clean email list to increase deliverability
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                        List Manager
                        Manage email lists to keep your contact database organized
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                        Mail Sender
                        Create an email campaign that will get a high CTR by using free templates
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                        Email Logger
                        Enrich your contact database with email addresses on your PC

                    

                

            

        

    

    

    
        
            
                
                    Related articles                

            

        

        
                        
                
                

                
                    How to Increase Customer Retention Through Email Marketing
                

            

                        
                
                

                
                    The Best Day and Time to Send Email Campaign
                

            

                        
                
                

                
                    5 eCommerce Email Marketing Examples and Tips 
                

            

                    

    




    
    
        
        
            Looking for a comprehensive email marketing tool?        

        
            Download Atomic Email Studio and get a 20% OFF on your purchase.        

        
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
                
                I want to get a 20% OFF discount on Atomic Email Studio
            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    DOWNLOAD now
                
                201 downloads this month

            

        
Invalid number, Invalid country code, Too short, Too long, Invalid number, Please fill out this field
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                        Sales department

                                                                                                    
                                sales@atompark.com                            
                                            

                    
                        Support Department

                                                                                                    
                                tech@atompark.com                            
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                                            © Copyright, 2001-2024 AtomPark Software. All rights reserved
                                    

            

                            
                    
                        GDPR Compliant                    
                

                            
                    
                        Cookie Policy                    
                

                            
                    
                        Anti-Spam Policy                    
                

                    

    





                    
                    
                    
                    
                
                    
                    
                 
                  
                  
                















    










